Abstract

The text or symbol detection and recognition from traffic panels is a challenging problem. Number of important application areas is dependent on text detection and recognition, including advanced driver assistance systems, road surveying, and autonomous vehicles. In this research project a novel system for the automatic detection and recognition of text and symbol in traffic signs is proposed. Search regions within the image must be defined. In this particular region locate a large number of candidates, which are then reduced by applying constraints based on temporal and structural information. This problem can be divided in two stages; First stage will be detection of region and second will be character recognition. The detection stage exploits knowledge of the structure of the scene, the size and location of the road in the frame. Once a potential traffic panels has been located, the next stage attempts to recognize text and symbols within the region. For the purpose of text detection MSER is used and for recognition purpose optical Character Recognition method is used. Automatic testing using XML files provide better accuracy.
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